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  Your Heart, My Hands Arun K Singh,2019-04-16 An absorbing account. --
Jhumpa Lahiri An encouraging and inspiring true story on how a boy from India
overcame a difficult childhood and devastating hand injuries and became one
of the most prolific cardiac surgeons in U.S. history. Leaving a life marked
by crippling setbacks and his father's doubt, in 1967 a twenty-something
doctor from India arrived in America with only five dollars and the desire to
claim his American dream. The journey still awaiting Dr. Arun K. Singh would
be unparalleled. Faced with an entirely new culture, racism, and the lasting
effects of disabling childhood injuries, through hard work and perseverance
he overcame all odds. Now having performed over 15,000 open heart surgeries,
more than nearly every surgeon in history, Dr. Singh reflects on his most
memorable patients and his incredible personal life. Shared for the first
time, these intimate and uplifting accounts, along with photos, will have you
cheering for the underdog and appreciating the enduring determination of the
human spirit.
  Warrior Series: Captain Arun Singh Jasrotia Rishi Kumar,2022
  How to Lead Smart People Mike Mister,Arun Singh,2019-05-30 In many jobs
people work their way up through a hierarchy, an experience that prepares
them for managing a team. In some professions, such as law, finance,
accountancy, academia, engineering, education and healthcare, individuals may
find themselves managing a team of equals. This book uses 50 simple lessons
to show the reader in concise, pithy prose how to manage a team of equals
with intelligence and diplomacy. Each lesson features a short introduction
and example from the authors' experience, showing you how skills can be
acquired. These are then followed by 6-10 action points to implement
immediately. Core leadership skills are reevaluated for the leader of a smart
team. The book teaches you core skills such as decision making and
delegating, but also soft skills such as delivering good and bad news to team
members and how to realise more general aims such as building trust and
growing your team. The authors also offer advice on how to look after
yourself as a team leader, how to build resilience in tough situations, but
also how to develop creativity and extend your skill base so that you are
constantly learning.
  It's NOT Mine. Arun Singh Kranti,2020-12-31 Famous quotes by Arun Singh
Kranti
  Summary of How to Lead Smart People: Leadership for Professionals by Arun
Singh and Mike Mister BestPrint,2021-11-06 How to Lead Smart People (2019)
offers practical advice for leadership in today's shifting global landscape.
In these blinks, leaders can learn how to cultivate a team dynamic that both
challenges and inspires.
  Meandering along the Teesta Arun Singh,2016-09-16 Meandering along the
Teesta is a travelogue of real experiences and adventures of a group of four
friends, who roam the mountains, valleys and alpine meadows of Sikkim. The
book brings to life the fantastic landscape that is known for its massive
snowcapped peaks, deep river valleys, numerous waterfalls, beautiful alpine
meadows, the rapids of the Teesta river, a mind-boggling range of Himalayan
flowers, and above all, the beautiful people of Sikkim. The book tells the
story more through images than with words. The stunning landscape of Sikkim
has been brought to life in these poignant photographs. The story narrates
the adventures and some misadventures of the four middle-aged friends, apart
from providing a brief history of Sikkim – right from the settlement of
ancient tribes to the establishment of democracy and the merging of Sikkim
into the Indian Union. It also provides a well-planned guide for anybody
interested in visiting Sikkim.
  It's My Life Ashwini Kumar,2022-07-30 Nobody can write an autobiography of
a person as it would not justify the feelings and sentiments. For this reason
journalist and Editor Shri Ashwini Kumar Ji started writing his autobiography
from 2019, which was published regularly on the front page of Punjab Kesari,
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Delhi. He wanted to complete the same at the earliest as he had been sick and
the time was short. Due to his sudden death, quite a few write ups could not
be published. Fighting the deadly disease cancer, he continued dictating from
the bed in the hospital. The autobiography of Ashwini Kumar Ji is now being
published in the form of a book so that his memories could be long lasting.
During his period of editing, depicting his editorial prowess, he made Punjab
Kesari newspaper the first choice of millions of readers. With his excellent
writings, he communicated his ideas to millions of readers and as a result
Punjab Kesari became the largest published newspaper in India. Not only did
he encourage talent, he successfully included all issues in the newspaper.
Politics, religion, literature, film, talent, nothing remained untouched.
Hence this book is dedicated to all such readers who continued there
association with his pen. This autobiography is the life and times of a truly
patriotic man who uplifted the values of society. It's My Life by Ashwini
Kumar: It's My Life by Ashwini Kumar is a personal narrative that offers
insights into the author's life journey. The book provides readers with a
glimpse into the experiences, challenges, and lessons that have shaped the
author's life. Key Aspects of the Book It's My Life: Personal Journey:
Ashwini Kumar shares his personal journey, allowing readers to connect with
his experiences. Life Lessons: The book imparts valuable life lessons and
wisdom based on the author's experiences. Self-Reflection: It's My Life
encourages self-reflection and contemplation on one's own life journey.
Through It's My Life, Ashwini Kumar invites readers to explore his personal
narrative and the meaningful insights gained from his life experiences.
  Ashoka Chakra Recipients Rashmi Aggarwal,2021-01-01 “Ashoka Chakra” was
awarded to military soldiers who fought against terrorism, police officers
from different states, Parliament House Security, Villagers of Madhya Pradesh
who fought with dangerous robbers, Indian Air force officers, Astronauts, a
Fireman, a persistent Sikh during Sikh Riot and a Captain of Air India.
Madhya Pradesh has received more “Ashoka Chakras” than other states. There
are two foreigners who got “Ashoka Chakra” – one from Nepal and one from
Russia. In this Book, the stories of the bravery and courage of the winners
have been described sequentially.
  Nothing But! Brigadier Samir Bhattacharya,2014-01-24 This is the FIFTH PART
of the six part saga titled NOTHING BUT! and subtitled 'ALL IS FAIR IN LOVE
AND WAR' This part covers the period 1971 to 1984 and tells the story of how
Bangladesh came into being--the rise of Sikh militancy in India --the proxy
war in Kashmir --the assassination of Mrs Indira Gandhi and the beginning of
the love story between a Bengali Hindu girl and a Muslim army officer.and how
circumstances separated them.It also covers the hanging of Mr Bhutto the
military regime of General Zia and the assassination of Sheikh Mujibur
Rehman.The political turmoil in India, Pakistan and the Bangladesh and the
advent of dynastic and commmunal political parties in India.
  The Comprehensive History of Psychology Arun Kumar Singh,1991 This book is
a simple introduction to the history and various systems of Psychology. It
provides a basic understanding of major systems and theories in psychology in
a comprehensive way. It covers in detail the historiecal backgrounds taking
plave before the emgergence of each system. As such, it provides a better
understanding about the historical emergence of status of psychology and in
beginning its separation from philosophical traditions. It covers a lucid
discussion with emphasis on the antecednet forces of all the important system
of psychology. Besides the traditional systems, it alos includes in separate
chapters a discussion on the CONGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY, the EXISTENTIAL
PSYCHOLOGY, the HUMANISTIC PSYCHOLOGY and the INTERNATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY. An
overview of psychology in India has also been one of the salient features of
the book. This will briefly introduce to teachers and students about what the
Indian psychologists are doing.The book is an ideal text for undergraduate
and post graduate course of psychology.
  My Twisted Love Story Arun Singh,2022-01-14 “Rohan, you are a romantic
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person. You will fall in love easily. But, falling out of love will be a
transformative journey for you.” Rohan’s dreams come crashing down when his
beloved breaks up with him. Unable to endure the trauma of separation, he
decides to end his life. An unexpected phone call gives his story a twist and
takes him on a journey to diverse places, where he discovers life-altering
truths. Who is the mysterious call from? Is he able to overcome his grief and
make a fresh start? My Twisted Love Story is a motivational thriller which
unravels the power of love and inspires you to embrace life with all its
imperfections. Laced with twists and turns, it has the magic to bring you
closer to your inner self and lead you to success.
  SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY, Second Edition SINGH, ARUN KUMAR,2019-11-01 This
comprehensive book is an earnest endeavour to acquaint the reader with a
thorough understanding of all important basic concepts, methods and facts of
social psychology. The exhaustive treatment of the topics, in a cogent
manner, enables the students to grasp the subject in an easy-to-understand
manner. Logically organised into 17 chapters, the book commences with the
introduction of social psychology, research methods, theoretical foundations,
self and identity, social cognitions, perception and attribution,
socialisation, social attitude and persuasion, and goes on to provide in-
depth coverage of stereotyping, prejudices and discrimination, behaviours in
groups, social norms and conformity behaviour, leadership and social power,
interpersonal attraction and relationship, social influence, aggression,
prosocial behaviour, language and communication, along with applications of
social psychology. The theme of the book incorporates latest concepts and
researches, especially Indian researches and findings, thus making the book
more understandable and applicable in Indian context. Written in an engaging
style, the book is intended for the undergraduate and postgraduate students
of social psychology and sociology/social works. HIGHLIGHTS OF THE BOOK • The
text encompasses adequate content of the subject required at the university
level as well as for UGC/NET examination. • Every chapter begins with
learning objectives, followed by key terms and ends with summary and review
questions. • The text emphasises clarity (avoids technical language) to
enhance its effectiveness. • Objective-type questions given at the end of the
book test the students' understanding of the concepts. • Glossary is provided
at the end of the book to provide reference and at-a-glance understanding.
NEW TO THE EDITION • Expands and clarifies a number of concepts in an easy-
to-understand language. • Additional questions (objective-type) based on the
demand of the students. • New and replacement figures for clear understanding
of the concepts. TARGET AUDIENCE • BA/BSc (Psychology) • MA/MSc (Psychology)
• MSW/MA (Social Work)
  The Killing Ritual Rockwell Scott,2024-02-19 When evil rises, a
demonologist makes his stand. This time, it's not just spirits that haunt
him. After foiling the plans of the powerful Bale family and barely escaping
the haunted Herron House alive, demonologist Rand Casey’s problems have only
begun. The Bales—and their demon allies—now seek revenge on Rand and his
family. With nowhere left to turn, Rand and his friend and colleague, Miller,
decide to seek help from the reclusive Arthur Briggs, once a renowned
demonologist himself. But others hunt Briggs too—the Bale family wants to
settle an old score with Arthur by sacrificing his life and soul as part of a
sickening ancient ritual. Once Rand and Miller uncover this sinister plan,
it’s up to them to save Briggs from his terrible fate. Outmatched and out of
time, Rand must once again pierce the shadows to overcome the demonic forces
of hell. Can he emerge victorious once more, or will the darkness finally
consume him? The Killing Ritual is a supernatural horror thriller for readers
who love stories about hauntings and battles with the demonic—the truest form
of evil that exists in our world. You are only one click away from joining
Rand Casey in his terrifying battles against mankind’s oldest and most deadly
enemy—the servants of the devil.
  Essentials of Ophthalmic Oncology Arun D. Singh,2009 The first edition of
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this text offers guidance and advice on the diagnosis and management of the
complete spectrum of ophthalmic tumors, including the eyelid, conjunctival,
intraocular, and orbital tumors. The editors are joined by over 120
international contributors to present a broad perspective from a
multidisciplinary team that will offer a diverse and balanced view of
ophthalmic oncology clinical practice. This is a comprehensive book that
includes over 100 chapters, organized into 7 sections that provide a wealth
of information for the management of patients with ophthalmic tumors from
examination techniques to classification to surgical techniques.
  Master Monk-Key Arun Singh KRANTI,2020-04-23 MASTER MONK-KEY : The Master
Key to tame your MonKeyBASED ON SOME ENLIGHTENING, WAKING-STATE
COMMUNICATIONS IN TRANSACTIONAL REALITYBECAUSE, YOU CANNOT NOT
COMMUNICATE.CAUT'ION' ! Wierdness Alert! It's 'all' in mind! And 'mind' is a
verb. Mind it!Now the weird explanation starts :'Follow'ing words
('dial'ogues or di-a-logues) can 'lead' to leave the 'follow'ing forever...
and ever. Pre-senting to you, a bookish 'thing' that leads to no-thing. It is
a jour'neyy' of a CONfused 'mine'd (mind) which is (in 'real'm of) 'nowhere'
(ness), transforming into a PROfused mind in the middle of the journey,
getting fused with self at the cyclic-end and reaching (the realm of) 'now
here' (ness). Full of punctuational 'errors', due to grammatical 'ignorance'
(and vice-versa), and lacking correct structure of 'sent'ences, the bookish
thing does not have 'meters' or measurements like page number, table of
content, borders, 'pre'face, 'post'face etc. and the 'punct'uation is also
altered to 'con'vey some deep 'mean'ings, (but) and it does have some
'matter'.To the read'errs', OPEN the Bookish thing RANDOMLY(comma) looking
into the mirror that Nothing 'is' random & No-thing is
not(random)(exclamation mark)Enough with 'that' wierdness!Note: Some
inferences might seem to be a bit tricky. You are advised to read the
dialogues two to three times to understand the revelations they are going to
do.
  Clinical Ophthalmic Oncology Bertil Damato,Arun D. Singh,2014-05-20 Written
by internationally renowned experts, Clinical Ophthalmic Oncology provides
practical guidance and advice on the diagnosis and management of the complete
range of ocular cancers. The book supplies all of the state-of-the-art
knowledge required in order to identify these cancers early and to treat them
as effectively as possible. Using the information provided, readers will be
able to provide effective patient care using the latest knowledge on all
aspects of ophthalmic oncology, to verify diagnostic conclusions based on
comparison with numerous full-color clinical photographs, and to locate
required information quickly owing to the clinically focused and user-
friendly format. This volume, devoted solely to uveal tumors, explains the
various diagnostic and biopsy techniques that may be used and describes the
therapeutic options of potential value for different types of tumor.
  The Absent Dialogue Anit Mukherjee,2019-10-01 Civilian control over the
military is widely hailed as one of the major successes of India's democracy.
Because it is so rare, especially among post-colonial states, this control is
rightfully celebrated. But has this come at a cost? In The Absent Dialogue,
Anit Mukherjee argues that the pattern of civil-military relations in India
has hampered its military effectiveness. Diving deep into understanding the
organization and internal processes within the Indian military, he explains
how Indian politicians and bureaucrats have long been content with the formal
and ritualistic exercise of civilian control, while the military continues to
operate in institutional silos. Yet, there has been little substantive
engagement between the two. To support this claim, Mukherjee closely examines
the variables most closely associated with military effectiveness-weapons
procurement, jointness (the ability of separate military services to operate
together), officer education, promotion policies, and defense planning.
Further, Mukherjee shows how India's pattern of civil-military relations-best
characterized as an absent dialogue-adversely affects each of these
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processes. While the book focuses on India, it also highlights the importance
of civilian expertise and institutional design in enhancing civilian control
and military effectiveness in other democracies. Informed by more than a
hundred and fifty interviews and recently available archival material, The
Absent Dialogue sheds new light on India's military and will reshape our
understanding of both the history and contemporary dynamics of civil-military
relations and recurring problems therein.
  Rajiv Gandhi His Mind and Ideology Attar Chand,1991
  Understanding Project Management, Second Edition Dave C. Barrett,2021-05-10
In the second edition of Understanding Project Management, skilled expert
Dave C. Barrett offers a well-updated, practical real-world guide for current
and aspiring project managers. Using concise and approachable language, the
second edition features new concept illustrations, a greater consistency with
the Project Management Body of Knowledge terminology, and additional case
studies in the updated instructor resources. Taking the reader through an
ongoing case study from initiation to completion, the text reinforces the
importance of managing key aspects of a project, including its scope,
quality, schedule, and budget, and explores the less tangible challenges that
can often derail a project or lead to its success. This newly updated edition
offers authentic project management documents produced alongside the project
case study and equips readers with a solid understanding of why specific
processes are used, why certain decisions are made, and how pieces of project
management fit together. Suitable for any discipline or industry,
Understanding Project Management, Second Edition, promises to be an engaging
and worthwhile read. FEATURES: - Additional key terms, illustrations,
practical examples, and references to the Project Management Body of
Knowledge, Sixth Edition - Readers follow an ongoing case study, gaining
insight into the thought processes and resulting actions of a project
manager, including the creation of project documents - Robust instructor
resources include new case studies that can be used for in-class activities
and case study extensions of additional situations and problems to discuss
with students
  Narcissus or Machiavelli? Nishant Uppal,2021-07-22 This book is about
leadership and its strategies. Drawing on Indian prime ministers since
Independence, it traces personality traits and leadership skills that have
shaped many futures. It examines a range of leadership profiles to study
dominant traits in one of the most demanding leadership roles in the world.
The volume focuses on Machiavellianism and narcissism as a framework to
policy-personality connections and demagogic tendencies in leaders in
politics and in everyday life. Accessible, engaging, and provocative, this
book will be essential reading for professionals across industries and
corporations. The general reader interested in leadership studies and Indian
politics will also find this book useful.
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4th Edition This is an essential text
for educators and policy makers at
all levels. It is practical, easy to
read, and contains relevant
information on historical and ...
School Law and the Public Schools:
... - AbeBooks Synopsis: This is an
essential text for educators and
policy makers at all levels. It is
practical, easy to read, and contains
relevant information on ... A
Practical Guide for Educational
Leaders 4TH ... School Law &_the
Public Schools : A Practical Guide
for Educational Leaders 4TH EDITION
[AA] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping
on qualifying offers. School Law and
the Public Schools, 4th Edition -
Softcover This is an essential text
for educators and policy makers at
all levels. It is practical, easy to
read, and contains relevant
information on historical and ...
School Law and the Public Schools,
4th Edition School Law and the Public
Schools 4th Edition. School Law and
the Public Schools : a Practical
Guide for Educational Leaders.
Revised. number of pages: 400 ...
School law and the public schools : a
practical guide for ... School law
and the public schools : a practical
guide for educational leaders.

Responsibility: Nathan L. Essex.
Edition: 4th ed. Imprint: Boston :
Pearson/Allyn ... School law and the
public schools : a practical guide
for ... School law and the public
schools : a practical guide for
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L. Essex ; Edition: 4th ed View all
formats and editions ; Publisher ...
School Law and the Public Schools : A
Practical Guide for ... School Law
and the Public Schools : A Practical
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Nathan L. Essex (2007, Perfect,
Revised edition). ERIC - ED464418 -
School Law and the Public Schools by
NL Essex · 2002 · Cited by 258 — The
goal of this book is to provide
comprehensive and practical knowledge
of relevant legal issues that affect
the administration of public schools.
School Law and the Public Schools: A
Practical ... School Law and the
Public Schools: A Practical Guide for
Educational Leaders (The Pearson
Educational Leadership Series). 4.3
Rate this book. The Magic of
Psychograms: New Way... by Hitchcock,
Helyn The mystical Psychograms
revealed within these pages work like
magic to solve your problems and
attract all of the good things in
life, states the author. The Magic of
Psychograms: New Way to Power and ...
The Magic of Psychograms: New Way to
Power and Prosperity (BN 4016) ...
Select Format. Hardcover – $41.94.
The magic of psychograms : new way to
power and ... Apr 5, 2013 — The magic
of psychograms : new way to power and
prosperity ; Publication date: 1975 ;
Topics: Occultism, Parapsychology,
Success ; Publisher: West ... The
Magic of Psychograms: New Way to
Power and ... The Magic of
Psychograms: New Way to Power and
Prosperity by Hitchcock, Helyn - ISBN
10: 0135453437 - ISBN 13:
9780135453438 - Parker Pub. The Magic
of Psychograms: New Way to Power and
... The Magic of Psychograms: New Way
to Power and Prosperity. Helyn
Hitchcock. 5.00. 2 ratings0 reviews.
Want to read. Buy on Amazon. Rate
this book. The Magic of Psychograms:
New Way to Power... The Magic of
Psychograms: New Way to Power... by
Helyn Hitchcock. $39.69. Format:
Hardcover. Condition: Good. Quantity:
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1. 1 available. Add to Cart. The
magic of psychograms : new way to
power and ... The magic of
psychograms : new way to power and
prosperity ; Author: Helyn Hitchcock
; Edition: View all formats and
editions ; Publisher: Parker Pub.
Co., West ... The Magic of
Psychograms: New Way to Power and ...
The Magic of Psychograms: New Way to
Power and Prosperity ; EAN.
9780135453438 ; Accurate description.
5.0 ; Reasonable shipping cost. 5.0 ;
Shipping speed. 5.0. The Magic of
Psychograms - Helyn Hitchcock The
Magic of Psychograms: New Way to
Power and Prosperity. Author, Helyn
Hitchcock. Publisher, Parker
Publishing Company, 1975. ISBN,
0135453437, 9780135453438. The Magic
of Psychograms: New Way to Power and
... The Magic of Psychograms: New Way
to Power and Prosperity by Helyn
Hitchcockisbn: 0135453437. isbn13:
9780135453438. author: Helyn
Hitchcock. A Survey of Mathematics
with Applications (9th ... Angel,
Abbott, and Runde present the
material in a way that is clear and
accessible to non-math majors. The
text includes a wide variety of math
topics, with ... Survey of
Mathematics with Applications ...
Survey of Mathematics with
Applications ; ISBN-13.
978-1269931120 ; Edition. 9th ;
Publisher. Pearson Learning Solutions
; Publication date. January 1, 2013.
A Survey of Mathematics with
Applications 9/e eBook A Survey of
Mathematics with Applications 9/e
eBook. A Survey of Mathematics with
Applications - 9th Edition Find step-
by-step solutions and answers to A
Survey of Mathematics with
Applications - 9780321759665, as well
as thousands of textbooks so you can
move ... A Survey of Mathematics with
Applications (9th Edition) - ... A
Survey of Mathematics with

Applications (9th Edition) by Angel,
Allen R.; Abbott, Christine D.;
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